Special offer

Buy Reason now and get a bestselling synth plugin and three premium
sampled instrument packages, for free!
Extra products are worth over €480.

Buy Reason (full version*) between February 15 2018 and March 15 2018,
and get over €480 worth of best-selling plugin and sound libraries for free! That’s
all you need to start making music, and then some! Reason is easy to get started
with, yet as deep as you want it to be. Create, compose, mix and finish your music–
Reason will help you along the journey, from inspiration to mixdown.
Buy Reason 10 now - get all of this for free:
FREE
Layers €99
Put the layered sound of classic
keyboards in your music. Layers is
a virtual collection of sought-after
synthesizers from the 80s and 90s, reimagined in a modern, creative plugin
instrument.

FREE
Reason Drum Kits €129
Want lively, realistic drums? Without
using loops or hiring a session drummer?
Reason Drum Kits 2 gives you masterfully
multisampled, perfectly playable, totally
recallable production-ready drum kits for
Reason’s Combinator.

FREE
Reason Electric Bass €129
The Reason Electric Bass ReFill sample
library puts eight fully playable electric
bass guitars into your Reason rack.
Featuring selectable basses and bass
rigs plus a wide selection of music style
patches, this ReFill lets you add dynamic,
natural sounding bass lines to your

FREE
Reason Pianos €129
Need expressive, dynamic, Hypersampled
pianos that fit your production? Pianos so
good they can actually measure up to the
real thing? Reason Pianos is the perfect
piano package: three stunning sounding,
highly realistic pianos for Reason’s
Combinator.

How this works
Any customer who purchase and register a qualifying Reason product before the
offer ends, will get the included Rack Extension instruments automatically added
to their Propellerhead account. To download the Rack Extensions, they just go to
the account page on www.propellerheads.se, locate their Rack Extensions tab and
click ’sync all’.
*Offer applies to Full version and Student/Teacher purchased new from an
authorized dealer. Upgrade versions not eligible.
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